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Discussion 
Discussion Topic: 
Television Advertising and Nutrition 
Television is often charged with negatively affecting the health of our children—the first charge is television as a sedentary activity and the second charge involves the advertising content aimed at children (especially for food products of little nutritional value). But are food ads mostly aimed at children? Conduct this survey to assess the types of food products targeted towards children, teenagers, and adults. 
Children: Choose an hour of television programming geared for children such as Saturday morning or late afternoon cartoons. Watch television during this time and record the time, length of ads and the products advertised. 
Teenagers: Choose an hour of television programming geared for teenagers such as MTV. Watch television during this time and record the time, length of ads and the products advertised. 
Adults: Choose an hour of television programming geared for adults such as news shows or evening situation comedies. Watch television during this time and record the time, length of ads and the products advertised. 
Question 1: What products were most advertised towards children?
Question 2: What products were most advertised towards teens? 
Question 3: What products were most advertised towards older adults
Remember that your goal for discussion assignments is three-fold:
to get involved throughout the entire week 
to contribute in a way that adds to the discussion and moves it forward in an original fashion 
to use the course content to inform your posts and responses 
Keep in mind that when you post, you may include references to the textbook and articles found online. The class is all about sharing knowledge, so use discussions as a way of creating a community resource for yourself and your classmates.
As always, be sure to comment on and respond to your classmates' postings throughout the week. 


Media Influence  Edward Jackson   2/13/2011 4:10:17 PM 

Question 1: What products were most advertised towards children?
I watched the cartoon network (a show called Chowder) to find out what was being advertised to children.   The commercials I saw were for Juicy Drop Pop, Pokemon-Call of Legends, Pocket Copter ($40, plus $13 shipping and handling), www.wizard101.com, Cartoon Network games, Domino’s pizza, progressive.com (which I found kind of odd), Chuckie Cheese, Road Runner, channel 13 news, channel 131 travel/weather, stick-a-doodle (some type of paper that kids can draw on…and it sticks and removes from any surface), and hallofgame.com.  I was really surprised to see so many online, internet related advertisements there were.  Most commercials were from 20 to 30 seconds; there seemed to be more commercials between each break than any other age group.

Question 2: What products were most advertised towards teens? 
For my teen advertisements, I watch a music channel called Fuse.  There was a broadcast called Tupac VS.  The commercials I saw were Ford Fiesta, Orbit gum, Minute Maid orange juice, Sour Patch Kids, Reese’s minis, a movie called “I am Number Four”, Domino’s pizza, ArtsInstitutes.com, Progressive Insurance, Xenadrine for weight loss, linkinpark.com (aired twice), Hoppus on music (from Blink 182),  Dorritos chips, Geico insurance (where the pig cries weeee all the way home), Subway footlong subs, Dove Men’s +care, a movie called “Drive Angry” (coming out February 25th), Starbursts candy, and Proactive.com skin care medicine (19.95 free shipping and handling).    I was starting to see some common denominators now…insurance and pizza were popping up everywhere.  These commercials were 25-35 seconds.

Question 3: What products were most advertised towards older adults
Finally, for the older adult television, I watched CNN Headline news.   The commercials I saw were directbuymakeover.com, Nancy Grace, ChildFund.org (sponsor a child), amerprise.com (retirement), Sandals resorts, lendingtree.com, PAM (cooking spray), KIA car commercial (Optima), Nutrisystem (weight loss system, based upon the glycemic index), hotels.com, Chase Slate (debit card control), Logistics (UPS), Nature Valley (cereal bars), Cisco, and the Grammy awards.  It was interesting to see the amount of investment commercials and ways to save money.  Almost every one of these commercials were 30-32 seconds.
----------------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student


RE: Commercials for Adult Women  Edward Jackson   2/13/2011 2:52:08 PM 
I found this post very interesting in the fact that each of the commercials you listed could appeal to woman of different ages.  The Hershey chocolate commercial airing twice if pretty funny as well.  You can really tell that there was a lot of marketing research that went into that channel. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student 


 RE: Fast Food  Edward Jackson   2/13/2011 3:40:58 PM 
I agree with you, commercials really fascinate me, especially the good ones.  I mean come on, can you really forget “Where’s the Beef?” from Wendy’s? (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ug75diEyiA0)  Or how about the California Raisins, “I heard it through the grapevine” raisins singing along? (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PNPw5ozU0U&NR=1)  Even the new commercials can bring you to laughing out loud, for example: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLTIowBF0kE&feature=channel and this http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqVBKO_QM3o&feature=related.  I think so much marketing goes into commercials that it’s hard to resist, at least from watching them.  Of course, I consider myself a consumer, so commercials are quite effective on me.  Resistance is futile. 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
 
 




 
 

